Speech Assignment M
Interpretive Recitation

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning this assignment.
2. In your Speech Notebook, on the next blank page in the assignments section, write “Interpretive Recitation” at the top, as the title for your assignment. Write the date in the upper right-hand corner of the page.
3. Research and choose a piece that you would like to use for this speech.
4. At the top of the page, underneath your title, write the name of the piece and the author of the piece which you have chosen for your speech. Take your notebook to the teacher to get your piece approved. After your piece has been approved, write the source on which located your piece.
5. Copy the piece into your Speech Notebook, word-for-word. Use your best handwriting. If you prefer, you may type the piece, print it out, trim it, and attach it into your notebook. If you choose to type your assignment, you must follow the guidelines given for typed assignments. Remember, because you are copying this word-for-word, there should be no errors in mechanics.
6. After completing the assignment, re-read what you have written, comparing it to the original piece, to make certain that you have copied it correctly and exactly. This should be your BEST work.
7. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
8. Turn your Speech Notebook into your mailbox as soon as you have completed the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan.